


THE GIVEN FOUNDATION CREATES

OPPORTUNITIES TO SHIFT A GENERATION

TO LIVE PURPOSE DRIVEN LIVES.

THE GIVEN VISION



6 Remember this—a farmer who plants only a few seeds will get a small crop. But

the one who plants generously will get a generous crop. 7 You must each decide in

your heart how much to give. And don’t give reluctantly or in response to pressure.

“For God loves a person who gives cheerfully.” 8 And God will generously provide

all you need. Then you will always have everything you need and plenty left over to

share with others. 9 As the Scriptures say,“They share freely and give generously to

the poor.Their good deeds will be remembered forever.”10 For God is the one who

provides seed for the farmer and then bread to eat. In the same way, he will

provide and increase your resources and then produce a great harvest of

generosity in you.11 Yes, you will be enriched in every way so that you can always

be generous. And when we take your gifts to those who need them, they will thank

God.
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PURPOSE: We believe in pursuing Godly purpose that leads to a life of

fulfilment and dignity.  

SERVANTHOOD: We have hearts that are willing to help and be reliable

in what God has sent us to do.  

COMMUNITY/UBUNTU: We believe that our actions have a ripple effect,

therefore we consider the whole when taking action. 

SUSTAINABILITY: We aim to create and leave a legacy of purposeful

living.  

COLLABORATION:  We believe that when we act together we increase

our potential to achieve a common goal.  

GENEROSITY: We believe in focused investment and purposeful giving.  

INTEGRITY: We believe in courageously standing firm in what is right,

even when we stand alone.

 

VALUES



We build and revamp educational and
skill development facilities in

impoverished areas and partner with
NGO's and businesses, who are able

to facilitate the educational and
ancillary needs of the children and

youth. The Given Foundation's aim is
to provide an environment which

creates opportunities for children and
the youth to live purpose driven lives
and in so doing, shifting what would

have been a generational trend.
Research shows time and time again
that your environment significantly

affects your productivity and enabling
an individual to set higher personal

goals.

WHAT WE DO
BUILD & REVAMP 

Educational & Skill Development facilities

"When a flower doesn't bloom, you fix

the environment in which it grows, not

the flower "
-Alexander Den Heijer



The purpose of life is a perpetual question that has intrigued mankind since the

beginning of human existence. Without purpose, it’s easy to wander aimlessly

through life instead of following your North Star. Without purpose, it’s easy to

squander your time instead of waking each morning with an unquenchable thirst

to attain your mission. Without purpose, it’s easy to achieve remarkable success

and still feel that life is passing you by. We started this  Foundation because we

have this unexplainable pull to change generational trends, to be relentless in

giving opportunities to those that have just become another stat. We found the

courage to begin and now we can’t stop and won’t stop.

OUR STORY 



Our journey began at CR. Swart Hoërskool. This is where the calling to start

building infrastructures that give generations opportunities to succeed really

began. This high school needed library facilities to combat the huge gap in the

standard of reading required and the standard of reading most learners found

theme-selves at. The library has been a huge success, with the school creating

library cards and library monitors. We also added computers, an office printer and

wifi, making the library fully functional to also complete projects. Many of the

learners in this school come from very difficult backgrounds of poverty, abuse and

neglect. One of the learners reported back that the library had become a safe

haven, a quiet place where her focus could be on her future and reaching above

the norm in her community.

This fuelled the vision to better South Africa, and in 2018 we made it

official, The Given Foundation was born. We started with the idea that we would

build libraries all over South Africa, but God had bigger plans. We walked into

Zama Zama (A forgotten community), where we offered to build a library and they

asked for a school. We all looked at each other and with peace in our hearts knew

this is what we had been called to do. We had to create schools, where children

could escape the harsh conditions they were surrounded with and learn values

that would shift the course of their lives forever.



What an experience, this was our first school with the New Schools of Hope,

something we will never forget. We went on a journey to build a school that built us.

It is used during the day for school and in the afternoons as a study and homework

center to everyone in the community. Our latest build, Regae Pre-school in the

Township of Malusi was completed in October 2020. Despite the odds of coronavirus

we managed to complete the school as we had planned. This school has touched

many lives, not only will it allow us to shift generations through the children who will

attend, but it changed the teachers and we see restored faith and hope in them as

they are so proud to teach in this beautiful school. 

 

Zama Zama (Teen School)



Regae Preschool (Before)



Regae Preschool (After)



Our next project was MYDO, also based in the informal settlement of Malusi. MYDO

works with the youth to ensure they are able to complete their education as well as

facilitate their emotional and, mental wellbeing. We collaborated with them, New

Schools of Hope to ensure their vision to create a reliable space for youth and

children to acquire education, life skills, and opportunities for personal growth could

be attained. This vision is in line with ours to create opportunities to shift a

generations to live purpose driven lives. We completed MYDO in July 2021. It was an

exceptionally big project but has been well utilised and is changing many individual

lives as well as the community as a whole.

MYDO: Malusi Youth Development Organisation 

MYDO (Before)



MYDO (After)



Youth for Survival 

Without further a due, we are happy to announce that through our very extensive

search for the perfect 2022 project, we came to find a beautiful organisation called

Youth for Survival.  This organisation has been doing extremely good work since

2007. They help to get youth, children and women off the street and up skill them to

be able to contribute successfully back into society. Their programmes are focused

on enabling those that are disadvantaged to grow their capacities to improve not

only their personal lives, but the communities they will establish themselves in. We

have come across many organisations, but Youth for Survival definitely stands out as

one that is shifting the narrative of many individual lives. 



CONTACT US 

http://www.givenfoundation.org/

thegivenfoundation

The Given Foundation

Courtney Scott              +27 71 349 7187        courtney@givenfoundation.org

Natalia Zorzi                  +27 83 369 0900      natalia@givenfoundation.org
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